Slime Time
Explore the exciting world of
polymers,\the chemical reactions
we use to create them and the
inner workings of silly putty.
Transform two regular liquids
into an oozing batch of your very
own slime.

Crazy Chemworks
Junior Reactors

The Glow Show
Discover amazing things that glow bright in the
dark. Explore unusual applications of glow-inthe-dark technology! Use your own stencil to
make cool glow in the dark shapes!

Super Sticky Stuff
Stick it to the walls and push the
power of tape to the limits in this
adhesive hour on things that
cling! Build a bond with glue and
get attached to Professor
Beakerdude!!

LIKE “Mad Science of the
Maritimes” on FACEBOOK for
start/end date reminders, events in the
community, home experiments, and

fun science news.

Create a tiny world of atoms with
your very own set of Atomic coins!
Learn to recognize chemical
reactions and mix up reactive
ingredients for sensational results!

PH Phactor
Slide down the colorful pH scale
and dip into the world of acids and
bases. Discover whether liquids
found in your home are acids or
bases using your own personal pH
paper!!!!! Take home a test tube 

Chem in a Flash

Birthday parties & Summer camps!!!!

Hop on board the chemistry express for a
high speed science experiment! Perform
instantaneous experiments in this fast
paced class on split second reactions that
go like mad! Pick up a Graduated
Cylinder and have a blast!

www.madscience.org/maritimes
(506)962-8558
monctonmadscience@gmail.com

PLEASE SEPARATE AND RETURN THIS PORTION WITH PAYMENT TO THE SCHOOL
School: Country Kids
Time: _3:30-4:30

Day: _Thursdays_
Length: 6 wks (1 hr/wk)

Start: Feb 12
Deadline: Feb 9

Child’s name: _____________________________ Age:_______ Grade: _______
Phone:____________ Parent’s signature_________________ E-mail ___________________________
□ Check

here to receive email reminders of program dates in your daycare/school and events in your
community.
$ 70 cash or cheque to Mad Science of the Maritimes.
Postdating two cheques of $35 dated Feb 12/26 is acceptable. Sibling discount: two children $125, three children $165.
An NSF fee of $10 will be charged on returned cheques.

